
User friendly. Quick, easy installation
without tools in minutes
Built in float for nimble agility
Full pool coverage, cleans floors, walls
and waterline (will try the steps!)
Robust hydraulic design with swivel
hose connection to avoid tangles
Compatible with salt, chlorine and
magnesium pools
Creates a powerful vacuum that sucks
up all debris in its path
The hammer being the only moving
part means no wheels or gears to jam
or diaphragms to replace
30cm finned skirt for a super wide
cleaning path for speedy efficiency

Features:

Consumes no additional energy working
when your pump is operational
No bags or canisters to empty, all debris
goes to your skimmer basket
All parts are UV stable and chemical
resistant for years of dependable service
High flow leaf scoop best suited for small
and medium debris
The bumper enables smooth navigation
around corners, steps and ladders
Male 36mm hose connection for automatic
hoses (not included)
Performs flawlessly with above ground and
in ground pools, Rectangle, Oval or Free
form
Suits Concrete, Pebblecrete, Quartzon, Tile,
Fiberglass and Vinyl surfaces

Water TechniX Hawk Suction Cleaner 

The Water TechniX Hawk is a powerful, well-built automatic pool cleaner that can take on just
about any pool size and shape without breaking a sweat. Manufactured with the best-in-class
materials to bring superior cleaning performance with optimum cleaning coverage.

Who is Water TechniX?
Scan to find out more
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The Hawk pool cleaner is the perfect addition to keep your pool spotless, year after year. It
can be installed in minutes around the pool without any tools, leaving you with a completely
clean pool every time.

The Hawk doesn't include a hose but attaches to an existing pool hoses so you don’t have to
spend on new ones. This lightweight cleaner is packed with features usually found in other
cleaners twice its price, the Hawk is truly in a class of its own.

The Hawk cleaner can vacuum up debris, bugs, leaves, sand and silt in a breeze! A standard 1
horsepower pump is all the Hawk needs to crawl around the pool and pull in large debris. 
The Hawk will move backwards in direction, with the water flowing through the base of the
cleaner and alternately diverted between the two drive tubes. The kinetic energy generated
by the water being trapped in each drive tube provides the lifting and propelling motion of
the cleaner. It scrubs the walls and floor thoroughly with its bumper fin and anti-stick skirt,
leaving you with a spotless pool every time.

The Hawk Cleaner also comes with a bulletproof 1 year warranty and a spare hammer for
peace of mind.

Whats in the box:
1 x Hawk Pool Cleaner Body with Float
1 x Wearing Sole
1 x Skirt
1 x Wings
1 x Spare Hammer (wedge)
1 x Instructions

Warranty:
1 year warranty
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